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TJCians started their day early at 7.30am on 8 August, all decked out in red and white to
celebrate our nation’s 53rd birthday. The cold and wet weather did not cool our passion nor
dampen our spirits.
In the midst of all the red and white were
also tidy rows of green, navy blue, and
yellow, colours sported by our very own
uniformed groups; an essential feature in
our yearly parade march past. Besides our
uniformed groups, the professionals, the
men from SAF were here as well, looking
sharp and dignified in their uniforms. They
shared heartfelt stories about their service
Caption: Various uniform groups with the four houses

to the nation as the audience listened intently.

This year, something new and exciting was added to
enhance TJC’s National Day Celebrations.
It was Artitude! Artitude allowed for TJians to
experience and enjoy the national day festivities
through the arts.

Caption: Artitude Booklets
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There were many exciting performances under LT1 and LT2, workshops like handlettering calligraphy, and booths in the canteen set up by fellow TJCians that showcased various
arts and crafts.

Caption: Open-mic performances under LT1

Caption: IP Guitar Ensemble performing under LT2

Caption: Band performing under LT2

Caption: Face-painting, badge-making and calligraphy booths in the extended canteen
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Under LT2 were origami artworks made by
all classes in TJ, from IP1 to JC2. As we say, “For
College,

For

Nation”,

likewise,

we

have

mushrooms and orchids to symbolise those very
values that we hold dear.

Caption: Origami Mushrooms and Orchids under LT2

At the Arts Hub, there
were specially crafted areas
for TJCians to express their
love for Singapore. These
“creative spots” are hard to
miss with their bright colours and beautiful hand-

Caption: Doodling at the Arts Hub

drawn

sketches.
TJCians also had a chance to appreciate specially curated Singapore films at the Auditorium.
All of these activities were part of
an Art trail featuring iconic artwork in TJ.
Did you manage to collect the stamps to
redeem your rewards at the canteen?
Old-school snacks like Kacang Puteh
and attractive limited edition Artitude
Badges were among these rewards
Caption: Limited Edition Artitude Badges

redeemed by TJCians.

After all that activity and buzz, TJCians then gathered together to end the exciting day off
on a high note (or perhaps, a chorus of high notes) with performances and a sing-along session
in the hall and auditorium! Happy Birthday Singapore!
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Caption: Sing-along session led by the students' council in the hall
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